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Sleep stage classification:
uThe American Academy of Sleep Medicine classifies sleep into five main 
stages: W, N1, N2, N3, and REM.
uHelp doctors correctly diagnose narcolepsy, snoring, Alzheimer‘s, diabetes, 
depression, and other diseases.
Two typical deep learning architectures:
uCNN-based: SalientSleepNet, MMCNN, etc.
uHybrid architecture of CNN and RNN: DeepSleepNet, XsleepNet, etc.
Difficulty in applying deep learning models on wearable devices:
uLarge number of parameters, long training time.
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SleepKD

Introduction

M1: How can better transfer two important types of knowledge?
Motivation

Methods

Webpage:https://hychaowang.github.io/SleepKD/; Code:https://github.com/HychaoWang/SleepKD

M2: How to bridge the gap between teacher and student model?
uThe teacher network is often deep while the student network is shallow.
uExcessive gap leads to a difficulty for the student model to learn from the 

teacher model during the training process.

uEpoch-level features: local characteristics of a single sleep epoch. The N2 
stage includes mainly sleep spindles and K complexes.

uSequence-level features: transition rules between multiple sleep epochs. The 
N1 stage is often a transition stage between the W stage and other stages.

M1: Multi-Level Module
uCapture these two types of features: Epoch-level features 

and Sequence-level features.
uCalculate the Mean Squared Error and guide the student 

model to learn the epoch and sequence knowledge of the 
teacher model.

M2: Teacher Assistant Module (TA Module)
uTraditional distillation: knowledge transfer is 

hindered when teacher and student network 
have too much difference.

uTA Module: bridges the gap between teacher 
and student models and improves knowledge 
transfer.

uWe design different TA architectures for both 
CNN and CNN+RNN structures.

uWe first employ knowledge distillation on the multi-
level sleep stage classification model.

uWe design the Multi-Level Module to better transfer
the epoch-level features and sequence-level features.

uWe design the TA Module for two architectures to
bridge the gap between teacher and student network.

uSleepKD achieves SOTA distillation performance
compared with other methods.

uWe apply SleepKD on Sa-
lientSleepNet and Deep-
SleepNet and evaluate the 
performance on ISRUC-III 
and Sleep-EDF datasets.

uThe baseline comparisons 
are shown in the tables, 
SleepKD achieves the 
SOTA results.


